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A conversation with translator Sarah Stickney
 

Stickney:
Vivian Lamarque, was born in northern Italy in 1946 and has lived for most of

her life in Milan. She has published seven books of poetry to date, as well as

a volume of Selected Poetry. She has won numerous prizes including the

Premio Viareggio Opera Prima, the Premio Tropea, the Premio Montale, the

Premio Nazionale Letterario Pisa, and the Pen Club prize. Apart from a few

selections in recent anthologies, she has not been translated into English.

 

I am drawn to Lamarque’s work because I feel it is filled with “the heart’s

intelligence” as she says in one poem. Her short, playful lyrics are entirely

colloquial, yet they are masterfully precise. The poems remind me of what I

like about fairy tales: a simple, childish surface that doesn't quite manage to

cover mysterious and often-sinister underpinnings. One of Italy's more

respected literary critics, Giovanni Raboni put it well when he said of her

work, “all her own and quite rare is this grace and this candor that allow her to

write poems as if she were writing a gesture that has nothing to do with

literature.” 

 

Transom:
In their humor, their embrace of absurdity, these poems remind us of Russell

Edson’s prose poems. But Lamarque’s work is far more concise. What

relationship do you see between the form and the humor in these short

poems, and what challenges did that relationship pose to you as a translator?

 

Stickney:
Form relies on tone in these poems I think. What the words hold back the

tone pours out, and this tension creates much of the humor. They remind me

of the way a quiet but witty person behaves in conversation: After a long wait

she says something very funny and maybe even cutting, but by the time

someone like me grasps the subtlety, the conversation has moved forward, or

in this case, the poem has ended.
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The humor strikes me as arising from a speaker who is naturally sad but

determined not to let sadness rule. In “Listen I Was Your Wife” I love the

scene of  five people, at a dinner party say, sitting all together playing this

comically long piano. The poem has a kind of intimate, breathless tone; yet

other, more sinister information is also conveyed: I was your wife – the

marriage has ended. And who are these friends? Did the speaker have a

crush on Irlando who played so well? What was Ornella’s unnamed husband

doing there without Ornella? In Italian, names that end in O are masculine so

it turns out that the speaker was the only woman at the piano. She easily

belittles her own playing “rather badly,” and perhaps this self-deprecation

serves as a kind of shield. The poem ends with the deceptively simple “and

you so-so” that she addresses to her former husband. Is the tone here

resigned? Mocking? Affectionate? A good riddance? Nostalgic?  

 

All of this tone play delights me as a reader and causes me endless trouble

as a translator. I feel as though I’m trying to catch a trout with my bare hands.

I am tempted to bore you with examples but I’ll take a hint from Lamarque and

say less not more. 

 

Transom:
In the two “Gentleman” poems, the voice that initiates the world is interrupted

by another voice that questions it with childlike sincerity. Do you think of these

voices as two aspects of a single speaker? As a kind of Socratic dialogue? 

 

Stickney:
I often think of the second voice as that of a child. There's a loneliness in the

voice “that initiates the world” as you have nicely identified it. I get the feeling

that the child is the excuse for the story, but the speaker is in fact telling it in

order to soothe herself. There is both tender intimacy and real distance

between the two of them, and I’m drawn to the pressure this exerts on the

poem.
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I like the way that the romanticism of the first speaker is interrupted by the

practicality of the second speaker. For instance in “The Gentleman with the

Moon,” the first speaker imagines this moon that shines on the pathways of

hills and mountains – it is a romantic, bucolic, nostalgic kind of image – and

the second speaker wonders “and cities?” this speaker is not wrapped up in

the fantasy, but is instead curious in a practical way about the properties of

the world. And the first speaker, bound by a responsibility to the truth and

affection for the second speaker must concede “okay sure, a little on cities

too.” It wasn’t part of the story she was telling, but she has to admit that the

moon shines everywhere. The dialogue saves the first speaker from

wandering into solipsism.

 

I wouldn’t be averse to thinking that both voices reside inside the speaker.

Certainly when I write my own poems I am often listening to a couple of

voices that are in tension with each other. I think many writers, including

myself, attempt to unify the voices into one multidimensional tone, but I

appreciate the way Lamarque lets them remain separate. As a reader I feel

like I’m in on a secret.

 

Lamarque dedicated the long series of “Gentleman” poems to the Jungian

analyst, Doctor BM, that she was seeing at the time. I’m never sure how to

use this information to help interpret the poems – and I certainly wouldn’t want

it to be reductive – but it seems important and worth mentioning.
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The Fragrant Gentleman
 

Completely inebriated, that little flower was sniffing that gentleman.

Was he a fragrant gentleman?

Yes, a gentleman like a field.

 

*

 

Il Signore Profumato
 

Completamente inebriato, quel fiorellino annusava quel signore.

Era un signore profumato?

Sì, era un signore come un prato.
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The Gentleman with the Moon
 

She didn’t want to tire him out she wanted to let him rest like a moon.

Like a blueish moon?

Yes, one that shines on the pathways of hills and mountains.

And cities?

Okay sure, a little on cities too.

And did that gentleman want to rest?

Yes, sometimes that gentleman wanted the blue arms of the moon wrapped

right around him.

 

*

 

Il Signore Della Luna
 

Non voleva stancarlo voleva riposarlo come una luna.

Come una luna azzurrognola?

Sì, che brilla sui sentieri delle colline e delle montagne.

E le città?

Va bene anche un po’ sulle città.

E quel signore voleva che lo si riposasse?

Sì, qualche volta quel signore voleva le azzurre braccia della luna tutt’intorno

a sé.
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Listen I Was Your Wife
 

Listen I was your wife

and the piano we had was so long

that we played together ten-handed:

Tiziano and I rather badly

Ornella’s husband pretty good

Irlando really quite well

and you so-so.

 

*

 

Io Senti Ero Tua Moglie
 

Io senti ero tua moglie

il pianoforte nostro poi talmente lungo

che suonavamo insieme a dieci mani:

io e Tiziano un po’ male

il marito di Ornella benino

Irlando proprio bene

e tu così così.
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Vivian Lamarque (issue 9) was born in northern Italy in 1946 and has lived for

most of her life in Milan. She has published seven books of poetry to date, as

well as a volume of selected poetry. She has won numerous prizes including

the Premio Viareggio Opera Prima, the Premio Tropea, the Premio Montale,

the Premio Nazionale Letterario Pisa, and the Pen Club prize. Apart from a

few selections in recent anthologies, she has not been translated into English.

 

Sarah Stickney (issue 9) received her MFA from the University of New

Hampshire. She is a former Fulbright Grantee for the translation of

Italian/Albanian poet Gëzim Hajdari. Her co-translations of Elisa Biagini's

selected poems, The Guest in the Wood, was chosen by the University of

Rochester for its Best Translated Book Award for poetry in 2014. Her poems

and translations have appeared in places like Rhino, The Portland Review,

Drunken Boat, Structo, The Notre Dame Review and others. Most recently

she worked as a bartender in Spruce Pine, NC, but often she lives in

Annapolis, MD where she teaches at St. John's College.
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Memory’s Voice
    To O.A. Glebova-Sudeikina

 

What is it that you see on the wall,

with a dull gaze, in the light of late dawn?

 

A seagull on the blue tablecloth of the sea

or Florentine blossoming trees?

 

Or the place where worry crossed your path,

in Tsarskoye Selo, in the enormous park?

 

Is it he, who once lay beside you, 

and chose a white death over your prison?

 

No, I see only the wall – and on it, some last gleams,

the fading of celestial flames.

 

    June 18, 1913, Slepnyovo
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*

 

Голос памяти
    О. А. Глебовой-Судейкиной
 

Что ты видишь, тускло на стену смотря, 

В час, когда на небе поздняя заря?

 

Чайку ли на синей скатерти воды,

Или флорентийские сады?

 

Или парк огромный Царского Села, 

Где тебе тревога путь пересекла?

 

Иль того ты видишь у своих колен,

Кто для белой смерти твой покинул плен?

 

Нет, я вижу стену только - и на ней 

Отсветы небесных гаснущих огней.

 

18 июня 1913, Слепнево
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Untitled
To Olga Glebova-Sudeikina

 

A grieving prophetess, you’ve dropped your hands, 

your locks sticking to your ashen forehead. 

Oh, that red, delicious smile seduced 

so many queen bees, stained 

the cheeks of many butterflies. 

 

Your eyes are clear, far-gazing, moonlike,

transfixed. What’s this expression: tender

remorse for him, who died? Or gracious

forgiveness to the living

for your exhaustion, for your long disgrace?

 

     1921
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О.А. Глебовой-Судейкиной
 

Пророчишь, горькая, и руки уронила,

Прилипла прядь волос к бескровному челу,

И улыбаешься – о, не одну пчелу
Румяная улыбка соблазнила
И бабочку смутила не одну.

 

Как лунные глаза светлы, и напряженно
Далеко видящий остановился взор.

То мертвому ли сладостный укор,

Или живым прощаешь благосклонно
Твое изнеможенье и позор?

 

1921
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from “A Poem Without a Hero” (Second Dedication)
 

     O.S.

 

Is it you, Little Farce, you, Psyche, (1)

     your black-and-white fan

          wafting over me? Do you want to

share a secret – that you already

     traveled over the Lethe,

          now breathe in a different 

kind of spring? Don’t dictate words, 

      I hear them: a warm rain presses

          on the roof; in the ivy, whispers.

A tiny being was planning to live, 

     she sprouted, puffed out, wanted

          to shine in a new jacket.

I am sleeping – 

         she alone above me –

       she, whom people call Spring, she –

        I named her Loneliness.

I am sleeping – 

     our youth in my dreams,

       and that cup, which passed from HIM.

       When I wake up, I’ll give it to you

as a keepsake, if you would like that,

      like a clean flame in the clay

           or a daffodil in an open grave.

 

     May 25, 1945

     The Fountain House (2)
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(1) “Little Farce, Psyche”: the heroine of the eponymous play by Yuri

Belyayev (Akhmatova’s footnote).

 

Psyche and Little Farce, or The Year 1840 were two plays by Belyaev.

Glebova-Sudeikina played the heroine in each, at the Maly Theater of the

Literary and Artistic Club led by Alexey Suvorin. (Translators’ note)

 

(2) The Fountain House, the mansion in St. Petersburg also known as the

Sheremetevsky Palace before the Russian Revolution, was Akhmatova’s

home from 1925 to 1952. She lived in a small room inside an apartment that

belonged to the mansion.
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Из «Поэмы без героя» (Второе посвящение)

                  

    О. С. 

 

Ты ли, Путаница-Психея,

      Черно-белым веером вея,

            Наклоняешься надо мной,

Хочешь мне сказать по секрету,

      Что уже миновала Лету
            И иною дышишь весной.

Не диктуй мне, сама я слышу:

      Теплый ливень уперся в крышу,

            Шепоточек слышу в плюще.

Кто-то маленький жить собрался,

      Зеленел, пушился, старался
            Завтра в новом блеснуть плаще.

Сплю — 

            она одна надо мною, — 

      Ту, что люди зовут весною,

            Одиночеством я зову.

Сплю — 

         мне снится молодость наша,

      Та, ЕГО миновавшая чаша;

            Я ее тебе наяву,

Если хочешь, отдам на память,

      Словно в глине чистое пламя
            Иль подснежник в могильном рву.

25 мая 1945

Фонтанный Дом
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Anna Akhmatova (issue 9) (1889-1966) is one of Russia's powerful twentieth-

century modernists, a poet whose influence helped shape the voices of

American feminist poets in the 1970s, among others. (Photo: Olga Glebova-

Sudeikina left, Akhmatova right)

 

Olga Livshin (issue 9)’s poetry and translations have been published in

Contemporary Russian Poetry: An Anthology, Mad Hatters' Review, and

Jacket, among others. In 2014, she was among 10 people selected nationally

for the first round of AWP's new mentoring program, "Writer to Writer."

 

Andrew Janco (issue 9) has co-translated several poets for Contemporary

Russian Poetry: An Anthology and other publications. He has a Ph.D. in

History and is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Connecticut Human

Rights Institute.

 

Transom:
You’ve translated three Akhmatova poems, all of which are dedicated to Olga

Glebova-Sudeikina. Why did you choose to focus on these particular poems?

 

Livshin & Janco:
The Russian government is seeking to silence LGBTQA voices and actively

rewriting its country’s history. At this time, we feel it’s crucial to recall that

some of Russia’s most gifted authors wrote about their own same-sex

relationships. These poems by Anna Akhmatova (1889-1966) are dedicated

to her lover, the actress, dancer and puppet-maker Olga Glebova-Sudeikina

(1885-1945). Akhmatova spent a year living with both Glebova-Sudeikina and

the Futurist composer Arthur Lurié, in what many biographers believe to be a

romantic relationship with both. Most readers do not know about this

relationship or its importance for Akhmatova’s work. Focusing on

Akhmatova’s poetry dedicated to Glebova-Sudeikina makes it possible to

appreciate its significance.
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It’s important to note that in her work, Akhmatova does not identify as a

lesbian or make any specific claims about her sexual identity. In keeping with

her esthetics, she hints, rather than describe. However, looking at these three

poems as a set, it is not hard to notice that Akhmatova openly dedicates them

to her female lover, who was a well-known figure in the Russian avant-garde.

Akhmatova also continued to write about her love for decades, after Glebova-

Sudeikina had emigrated from Russia and they lost contact.

 

Transom:
How does the unnamed male figure haunting the borders of these poems fit

into the biographical framework you’ve erected here?

 

Livshin & Janco:
Context is needed to understand the personalities and complicated web of

relationships that appear in these works. For Akhmatova, the suicide of one of

Glebova-Sudeikina’s partners, Vsevolod Knyazev, was especially important.

Many people blamed Glebova-Sudeikina for the death, and the suicide greatly

affected both her and her husband at the time, Sergey Sudeikin, who was

also involved with Knyazev. Knyazev’s death and Glebova-Sudeikina’

reaction reappear in each of the poems below.

 

Transom:
How did you come to terms with bringing formal Russian poems, such as

these, into English as free verse poems? Did you conceive of that decision as

a sacrifice, as an opportunity, or something else?
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Livshin & Janco:
Yes, Akhmatova’s work is strongly musical: The first of the three poems we

translated consists of end-stressed couplets (AA, BB, CC, etc.), while the

second one comprises two sonorous cinquains, each of which sports three

end-stressed lines in a row. In these poems about Glebova-Sudeikina,

musicality works synergetically with the gravity of the statements Akhmatova

makes. Prosody sculpts the themes of loss and longing into hard, elegant

forms, suggestive of St. Petersburg’s austere sophistication, its black, ornate

cast-iron metal grills, the gradual rhythm of its imperial buildings. St.

Petersburg is the city where Akhmatova became a serious writer.  And if you

listen to how Akhmatova reads her work (recordings are available online here

and here), her seriousness and the rhythmic yet unhurried quality of her voice

are really quite amazing.

 

But re-shaping Akhmatova’s poetry into the English patterns of rhyme and

rhythm is a deceptively straightforward task. It would require matching her

with an Anglo-American, modernist strain of richly metrical poetry, poetry that

does not smack of limericks or Dr. Seuss’ work. Verse that wouldn’t sound

excessively rhymey, archaic, hurdy-gurdy. Of course, in Anglo-American

modernism, we do have long reverberations of rhymed lines, but they tend to

sound ironic or tragicomic because of that legacy of limericks and nursery

rhymes. Think of how T.S. Eliot uses such prosody in “The Waste Land”: “O

the moon shone bright on Mrs. Porter / And on her daughter / They wash their

feet in soda water.” Akhmatova writes about some very serious and tragic

matters in her work. So contemporary American readers would perceive lots

and lots of rhymed lines together with her topic as a funny disconnect

between form and meaning.

 

We chose free verse, but with a number of slant rhymes, and some

alliterations and consonances. Our hope is that free verse lets one immerse

oneself in the statements Akhmatova makes and the gravity of her emotions,

while the echoes of her poetic music suggest something of the original’s

rhythmic yearning and darkness. 
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Transom:
In Judith Hemschemeyer’s translation of “Memory’s Voice” (which she entitles

“The Voice of Memory”), the poem takes place “In the hour when the sunset

lingers in the sky,” but your translation happens “in the light of late dawn.” Is

the timing clear in the original Russian, and do you think of the timing as a

significant aspect of this poem?

 

Livshin & Janco:
Akhmatova’s diction often seems simple, but it’s richly suggestive. She knew

and appreciated French poetry. She inherits Verlaine’s idea of poetry as

symphony, in which different instruments play very distinct notes, and each

instrument presents a slightly different interpretation of the same theme as it

comes forward to dominate the orchestra.  (A different version of this idea that

was quite popular is the poetic phrase as a chord, composed of multiple

notes, complicated). 
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So to the timing in “Memory’s Voice”: In the first couplet, the Russian word for

the time of day, “заря,” is used with rich ambiguity.  This word usually means

“sunrise.” If you add the modifier “evening” (“вечерняя”), it can mean

“sunset,” which is presumably why Hemschemeyer chose to translate it as

such. And yet Akhmatova doesn’t use the word “evening,” she uses its

variant, “late,” making the phrase non-idiomatic, poetically bent to serve a

purpose. A symphony of two words. What is going on? The speaker is

speaking to a woman who is staring dully, perhaps morosely, at the wall,

asking her what she sees. That woman is someone the speaker cares about

deeply and wants to be well. The time can, in fact, be a late sunrise – if this is

winter, in the northerly city of St. Petersburg, where the day is short in

December or January. The sunrise might be dull and vague, not unlike the

look in the woman’s eyes; a cold sunrise with little light, yet it is still a slight bit

of light for a new beginning, perhaps hope for a start of a love relationship

with the speaker. In the Russian poetic tradition, “заря” also often connotes a

powerful emotional release symbolized by the rising of the sun. One famous

example of how this word is used is its positioning as the last word of the

poem, repeated twice and capped off by an exclamation mark, in a poem by

Afanasy Fet, where suggests the culmination of an erotic act.

 

And if the two women are together at sunrise, there is also the probability of

an all-night vigil. Emotional or sensual intimacy. They stayed up and find

themselves together at sunbreak. In the last couplet, though, the possibility of

hope is killed, the image becomes sunset-like – and the end of sunset, end of

hope. The interlocutor tells the speaker that she only sees the fading of the

light. The man that she is probably mourning is gone. Her personality, her

memories, are flattened by his death, the sun has faded.
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One could argue that the solution Hemschemeyer comes up with (“sunset”) is

more or less literal, and it is underscored – verified? – by the last couplet. But

poets do not necessarily work with a linear sense of time. A poetic image

unfolds its layers of meaning as a theme develops. This is especially the case

here, as the notion of sunrise-hope / sunset-finality bounces between several

different speakers, with two distinct perspectives.   

 

Transom:
We learned recently that the color yellow represents jealousy in Russian

culture, much like in English one can be “green” with envy. Should we read

the daffodil at the end of the Second Dedication to “A Poem Without a Hero”

as suggesting not just mourning, but also jealousy?

 

Livshin & Janco:
With apologies to Akhmatova and to you, we confess there is no daffodil in

the original. So no yellow either. The original flower, “snowdrop,” of the

Galanthus genus, is not particularly familiar to an American reader. And the

“snow” in it seems to suggest remainders of winter. On the other hand, in

Russia it is known as the first flower to jut up happily as the snow melts; its

etymology just shouts that spring is already there while snow is still melting:

“подснежник” – “under-snow-flower.” This is certainly the flower for the

beginning of spring. We feel that “daffodil” connotes the beginning of spring –

these are some of the first flowers to appear in March in our country. 

 

Yet yellow does also have very sad symbolic meanings in Russian culture.

Jealousy is one of several. Parting is a well-known meaning (you can see how

jealousy would fit into this puzzle); so are madness and illness. You can

imagine, then, why giving yellow flowers is a Russian cultural taboo. (One of

the famous flower-giving gaucheries is Bulgakov’s Margarita’s gift of yellow

flowers to Master when they meet her for the first time; Margarita is married

and unhappy then, and women do not typically give flowers to men, anyway).
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But why not give a daffodil to a woman whom one loved and who died? A

woman whom one still hopes to find on the other side after one passes away?

To us, such a flower might help one feel deep amity and loss both, a spring-

like delicate beginning and the knowledge of that parting might, nonetheless,

be final: The daffodil is planted in a fresh grave. We hope that this flower

might suggest an Akhmatovian symphony of meanings.
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Shipworm
 

Wreck

           after wreck,

I clean. I consume

damage. I cannot eat

                    unaided.

The hour of feeding

buoys forth

           like the missing

belly of a porpoise.

The simple recipe is

in my gut, my water,

my tissue, these

scratched-out gills.
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Holly Mitchell (issue 9) is from Kentucky but now lives in New York. Holly’s

poems have appeared or are forthcoming in several journals including

Washington Square, Ishaan Literary Review, Split Quarterly, and The Bakery.

 

Transom:
In your poem, “Shipworm,” you give voice to a creature that eats rotting wood.

Thus, though they’re destructive, they do, as you say, “consume / damage.”

How does this selective violence connect to your act of writing, which is

usually discussed as a constructive process (i.e. “building” a poem)? 

 

Mitchell:
The violence reflects how this poem breaks down its source. “Shipworm” used

to be an erasure, though I did later bind the pieces together with an animal

persona and whatever fit inside its ocean-gothic world. For the first draft, I

erased two abstracts, “Aiding shipworms’ appetite for destruction” by Caroline

Ash and “Gray seals: the North Sea's great whites?” by Jake Yeston (both in

Science 5 December 2014: Vol. 346 no. 6214 pp. 1196). I picked out “cannot

eat...unaided” (Ash) and “porpoises with missing bellies” (Yeston) as well as a

half-dozen single words. I left the notes alone for weeks. When I came back

to them, it was easy to re-inhabit the language. Like a shipworm, I repurposed

the object/text to the extent that what’s left of it here doesn’t hold the same

meaning. Holes, traces, and all, the ruin is brought to the surface.
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We Have Bad Dreams
 

I’m night & wonder

along the shoreline

 

I’m also that couples’

locked lips, giddiness

& you . . .

 

               You flower

for ships thump shore

 

I say I’m swinging kelp,

blind to the life inside

 

Like whips I swing—

 

Castle & queen of lie,

castaway full of sand

 

& I am testing the sea
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Road to the Airport
 

A measure known

in a story—

 

Initials

for another found

inside the drawer

 

If one sees no land

nor hears the sea, if

 

in a town holding

those long dead

who love me—

 

I bore downwind

when nothing bore, 

 

called it beginning
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Michael Robins (issue 9) is the author of three collections of poetry, most

recently Ladies & Gentlemen (Saturnalia Books, 2011) and In Memory of
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Transom:
In Frank O’Hara’s “To the Harbormaster,” the speaker offers his addressee

“my hull and the tattered cordage/of my will.” But in your poem, “We Have

Bad Dreams,” the speaker willfully rejects the notion of fixed identity, equally

the shoreline, locked lips, and swinging kelp. Similarly, in “Road to the

Airport,” you operate from displacement: “Initials / for another found / inside

the drawer,” “If one sees no land / nor hears the sea,” etc. In O’Hara’s poem,

the speaker “wanted to be sure to reach you,” but what do your more isolated

speakers want?

 

Robins:
One night in Portland, long ago, I discovered a bare strip of pavement where

I’d parked my car. The sign nearby read “No Surface Parking” and doubled

my confusion. Returning to the bar I should’ve left hours before, my bartender

bought another round and friends shared stories of their own tow trucks and

impound lots. “Welcome to the club!” someone shouted across the room.

 

It’s convenient to pretend some events didn’t actually occur. There’s even a

therapeutic value in pretending that the speaker of “Road to the Airport” and

“We Have Bad Dreams” isn’t actually me. I think to myself, “If only I’d invented

this irreparably fractured self.” But in truth these poems were conceived

during the first weeks of my second and (ideally) final marriage. The failure of

the first matrimony was devastating, and marrying twice involved an attempt

to close one chapter of my life while welcoming the hope that accompanies a

new beginning. 
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In this pair of poems, the fragmented, displaced speakers submit for the

reader a pendulum swinging between suspension and continuance. The

speakers want someone to say, “Your car got towed, so what? Move on!” The

speakers want their bad dream to end without necessarily forgetting the

dream itself, even craving acknowledgement and communion. The speakers

want to love, be loved, and feel human again. The speakers miss their cars

and want them back.
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Is This California—
 

The instructions say add thread

so I add bees knees and butterfly teeth,

turn on the machine and research metaphors 

for sleep: I take the sow's ear pillow I made 

from the pillow machine I bought last week 

and think about possibilities since our kiss. 

Socks made of meadow lark wings, pajamas 

made of pajama  things and the moon skin shimmer 

beneath the cotton trimmed trees. This 

is just to say I think you are a swell 

simile for the sea, the silk brine of lip 

and tongue. The blue line leveling 

the sky. The drunken touch of waves 

on the boney shore. Is this California—

I turn sharp against the curb and crash 

into the sun, like the hot wax-winged 

fellow, like our wish of water and sand

like our wish of something not possible

yet, not realized like the tip of land

on the edge of something big and gone.
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Transom:
In your poem “Is This California—,” the speaker’s impossible wishes are

compared to the doomed journey of a “hot wax-winged fellow.” But your

speaker crashes “into the sun” – the source of hurt and danger as well as light

and life – while Icarus plunged into the sea. Part of what thrills us about this

poem is how it seems to operate successfully as a love poem and an anti-love

poem. Is this duality an important part of your poetics?

 

 

Carlson:
Not only is duality an important part of my poetics, but contrast and tension

are also. I find the ugliness and brokenness in beauty far more interesting

than something completely perfect. I’ve always loved fancy but broken

buildings, scars on an otherwise perfect patch of skin, because it’s in the scar

or crumbling bricks or busted out window that the story lies.
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Contraindications
 

My hands’ lines have grown undefined: grasses in their wires, fancy fishing

knots, bones of a stray. The hard to handle can be sweet to see?

     I whisper the harder notes. The snow was dirty until it fell.

     School buses learning their routes, late August. Tiger lilies animate in a

ditch. If you fail as a waiter, the restaurant may hire you as a singer.

 

*

 

My sister colors the air between birds: the color of flight. This month she

distinguishes between beaks and feathers, not by switching crayons, but by

rubbing hard through the paper to make the beaks opening.

     I parked far to walk.

     The skin peels back with ripening. Now point to where exactly in the brain

you believe this so-called light begins.

 

*

 

The most again, or once more again, and more than ever. And what now

won’t come to seem like innocence, and extradition. Pleasure educates.

     A single strand of onion in the dough gave savor.

     Longevity in the violin student’s bow, fixed in its case. She thumbed a

string.

     Painted the boarded windows white, so snow.

 

*

 

I have been practicing a knot so complex the rope goes completely straight at

times.
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Benches in a Small Backyard
 

Which tradition is waking

Most traditions

 

Which planet is the sun

 

I walk beneath the music

 

Salt marsh

Platelets

Braided grain ends, as though there is order

Beneath the hangdog tree and pronged goose honk

 

I have lived among leaves in equal part turned, turning, and green
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Clemencies
 

I trust most the later promises

in which we do not promise what we will do

and we do not promise

what we will never do again

 

we promise what we are

 

affectionately building up

additions to an unzoned home

 

to reach the newest room

step through any wall
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Transom:
These poems seem to dramatize an internal stability in the face of an unfixed

world. The leaves all change, the promises are untrustworthy, but the self

behind them remains. Do you perceive your lyric “I” as Romantic in the

Wordsworthian sense, a site of tranquility animating the world? 

 

Savich:
I’d probably say the self is animated by what isn’t fixed and so itself becomes

unfixed, unfixable, transfixed, as in the example of the earliest flipbooks. You

paint what you can’t mend, you could patch the stucco or live in the house

longer. And yet, yes, you are living there, stable enough to receive mail, which

is better than fixing/solving things. But I think any sense of tranquility comes –

or should – not from countering external weathers but by being out in them

(as though we have a choice not to be. . .), in line for instances. Could the

result feel like “stillness” as a result of resultant companionable motion?

Usually.

 

Transom:
In your poems, the distinction between a straight line and a tangle collapses:

“I have been practicing a knot so complex the rope goes completely straight

at times.” If complexity leads to simplicity, what’s the virtue of knotting up in

the first place? 
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Savich:
I don’t know if it’s a virtue because I don’t think we have a choice: the rope is

already knotty. Some art tries to deny this, sure, preferring the endless

interstate to the sudden straightaway amid swerves. But I love the advent of

unexpected ease: instead of a knot, take this straight rope; instead of

swimming, throw your trunks in the river. Maybe the virtue of the tangle, the

balling up, is in letting go – submitting, surrendering, letting the coiled gnarl

regain another shape – enough that something else can happen, something

more significant than a more seemingly direct response.
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Almost an Island
 

The flowers my son & I plant blossom as strange & disappointing eyes. We

come to find them beautiful. Isn’t it our job to find legs for the clouds above

us? Isn’t it a door opening oddly in the morning & to see that someone again

calling out across kitchens & sugar packets & “I lived” that green green world

across the river. Walk with me until there. If you cover a subcontinent with ink

it resembles familiar land masses. Whispering peninsula to strangers might

have mixed results. My umbrella has left me. I still have the handle. The poem

is hungry for etchings on all of its sides & we’re out tattooing stars & stars &

stars. Have we forgotten the birds? The shape of her laugh. When I walk in

the rain the rain is ink.
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Transom:
John Donne says that “No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a

piece of the continent, a part of the main.” But in your poem, “Almost an

Island,” strangers occupy a landscape of “mixed results,” where subcontinents

become recognizable only when covered with ink. It seems like your speaker

is suffering from the exact kind of alienation Donne is arguing against.

However, there is the speaker’s son, and just by walking in the rain this

speaker can turn it to that necessary, sense-making ink. Though this is a

poem of questions more than answers, is it moving toward a redemptive

vision?
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Coudriet:
A number of the poems that I have been writing lately, and this is especially

true for “Almost an Island,” involve the walks that I take with my son taking

him to school every morning. He’s usually pretty excited about the day ahead

and I’m mostly half asleep, but that combination produces interesting

observations about how budding flowers look like small green eyeballs or a

cloud seems to be growing a leg, etc, etc. No matter what he might be worried

about (he’s ten) the fact that we can use imagination to transform our routine

walk into something new, and occasionally ridiculous, seems and feels

reassuring. Imagination becomes our way of questioning and (re)inserting

ourselves into the world around us, and the poem definitely plays with that,

although the poem isn’t in any way specifically tied to a narrative about my

son and me. 

 

I certainly don’t want to pick any fights with John Donne, but, after dropping

my son off there is always a feeling, on the solitary walk home, of whether or

not I remembered to say everything I was planning to say (to remind him

about an activity, or to review a difficult concept, or whatever) and this

definitely conjures the sensation of moving through the day on separate

islands, my wife on her island of academic and university work, my son on his

island of ten year old life, and me on my island of writing, translating, and

other work. I guess Donne would hold up that we reconvene after these

departures, but, conveniently, “peninsula,” which comes from the Latin for

“almost an island,” allows the poem to bend Donne’s metaphor without any

fisticuffs breaking out. (At least, that’s what I would sheepishly murmur to an

angered John Donne.)  
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I don’t really know if the poem is “moving towards a redemptive vision,” but I’d

like to think that the poem holds imagination up as a way that we can question

and experience a variety of emotions (some of them without clear answers).

Of course, with writing as with tattoos, ink in a literal (and, in the poem,

metaphorical) sense gives us the chance to cast the world as we like it ...

lines of ink across landscapes are recognized as borders and create

landmasses, after all, but we make all of that up.  It can be scary, I suppose,

that the world or that language are more fluid and less fixed than we might

like them to be; but that can also be very hopeful.
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Pineapple
 

Henceforth, Fruit may never stand for Woman 

As a matter of course, automatic simulacrum.

Representing desiccation and death, its husk

Shrivels seeds, invariably consumed by the

Fairly indiscriminate, pulped, ground, chopped. 

Tossed; force-fed syrup. This pineapple on the

Canvas may only be a woman when upright,

Against an abstract background and cleaved 

By its self alone. Mane of forest, feral, fecund.

Imposing, monolithic, millennia apart from the

Tales our grandmothers tell us of nanas’ curse

Of vaginal ill-health when eaten, yet retaining

All the menace of such myth. A pox on you and

Your vaginas, it could say – but it loves the pith

Of a woman, and would never strike fear in her

Heart, like the murder of armoured, segmented

Flesh, fork gone runny with sweet yellow juice.
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Transom:
Your poem “Pineapple” begins by forbidding comparisons between “Fruit” and

“Woman,” but then proceeds to elaborate on this relationship by personifying

a pineapple in womanly terms and describing a woman in pineapply ones. In

this way, the argument of your poem seems to dissolve into its sonic

pleasures. Does this poem invite the reader to prioritize the subtleties of

sound over overt metaphor?

 

Barokka:
This is a great question; thank you. “Pineapple” actually begins not by

forbidding wholesale fruit-woman comparisons, but by forbidding such

comparisons being taken for granted and tossed about hastily, “[A]s a matter

of course, automatic simulacrum.” As the poem states, I’d like to see a

woman characterized as a pineapple only when she is “cleaved by itself

alone,” with dignity, not when taken for food to be chopped and used

indiscriminately. In this sense, metaphor is just as important as sound

throughout the poem.
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This piece came about in a funny way. It was written in 13 minutes on a day in

February (I don’t usually time my writing, lurking members of any writerly dork

patrol! Please have mercy... This is probably the only instance I have.) in

response to an artwork about a pineapple. The painting made me think of how

so many Indonesian women carry some kind of passed-around myth about

how eating pineapples can effect vaginal health, some say positively, others

negatively. I always thought that was kind of hilarious – but to be honest, have

subconsciously avoided ingesting pineapples more often than not, because of

these myths. 

 

What I love about the final poem's incarnation is actually how the submission

process to Transom itself inadvertently caused a change: I don’t remember

“All the menace of such myth” being in italics, but when the poem was

accepted, I saw that the line was suddenly in italics, and that made it So.

Much. Better. Happenstance, coincidence, a pineapple spirit deciding to edit

the poem to its liking – you decide. So what that taught me was that you can

be as relieved as you want about a poem coming out, for once, “fully formed,”

but there is always the overwhelming likelihood that the poem itself knows

what's better for it, and how you and it can improve.
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Hydrangea Bloom, Rhapsody, 
 

blood streaming from my mouth & not my favorite 

 

ending to a dream. The snake appearing from a hay bale 

 

kept too long in the garage, so I grab the garden hoe & kill it, 

 

separating its head from its rest. Then the head grows 

 

to the size of a crocodile head. Then grows bigger than 

 

even that. This story told over & over at family gatherings 

 

in the future. Second-hand timber rattler boots worn for effect.  

 

All the little nieces & nephews feigning terror. They know 

 

it’s all bullshit, but still scream, laugh, ask leading questions, 

 

participate in further stretching of the truth. Another lesson 

 

a little less a lesson & more an alarm clock set to the PM 

 

when it shoulda been the AM. The inevitability of the sand

 

in the bag, in your teeth when eating potato chips at the beach. 

 

Grit in my shoes as sockless I slide them on the next morning 

 

to walk the dog before the convention of robins begins another 

 

day’s assault on the neighbor’s choke-cherry. My love & I still 

 

on a gifted quilt, sun slipping down behind us – shadows.
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Transom:
The narrative in the first half of this poem seems to wink at the over-the-top

nature of nightmare imagery, gradually shrinking the horror down to “bullshit”

and a “lesson.” At the same time, we’re struck by the haiku-like atmospherics

in the poem’s ending. In the endlessly ironized world we’ve inherited, do you

think the path to sincerity necessarily goes through “bullshit”?

 

Gosztyla:
It’s funny that you ask me that question. I’ve been thinking about a couple of

my favorite poems a lot recently, Frost’s “The Most of It” and O’Hara’s “A True

Account of Talking to the Sun at Fire Island.” They’ve both for some time now

been touchstone poems for me, and I recently came to the conclusion that

they’re both unfortunately just a bunch of bullshit. 

 

Frost’s reminds me of the kind of “bullshit” you run into in social situations.

Gab fests like those stereotypically associated with barber shops, locker

rooms, hair salons, & book clubs. I think the title “The Most of It” is supposed

to remind the reader of an old farmer, who just told a tall one at the country

store, and is wrapping it up on his way out the door, ending with, “Well, that’s

the most of it.” See you next time. 

 

O’Hara’s poem seems to be the type of “bullshit” that is nothing more than

total fabrication. As a reader, you should know immediately the poem is not

true; the sun, in fact, does not talk. But in a way, it reminds me of the scene in

the Blues Brothers where Jake finds out the band broke up while he was in

prison and accuses Elwood of lying to him. Elwood says back, “What was I

gonna do? Take away your only hope? … I took the liberty of bullshitting you.”
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So to get back to your question, in this case “bullshit” was for me a path to

sincerity. But sometimes, like Jake and Elwood, you can literally walk thru the

sewers to evade the police in an attempt to rescue the Penguin from back

taxes, do all the paperwork just right, get your receipt, and end up in ‘cuffs

anyways. Maybe, despite what the poem says, the lesson is: any time you

start in with poetry, you better watch what you’re doing or you might end up

stepping in it.
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troy moon
 

finger ice

galaxies up we don’t see

movie that comes full circle no happy ending just get up and knock your chin

on the door again

and again;

no money in that

 

soul whatever that is

chin’s raw and little hairs grow nevertheless, never to get away from this mess

no idea when i was young that i should feel lucky

 

yes ice fingers comb my porch

heating system inhales

 

i like the idea of lace; holes,

tears everywhere

you wanted me to write song, lyric, and you’re right, that’s what brought me

here, but i also like to sing 

against song // who says what sounds like

there’s something like prayer

i bite on
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Transom:
Your poem “troy moon” ends with the speaker “bit[ing] on” “something like

prayer” as a reaction against a request to “write song.” But this voice is

somewhat adversarial, which is a mode more familiar in song than in prayer.

What territory does this poem stake out between those two traditions of song

and prayer?
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Dentz:
Thank you, your question is incredibly intelligent, and I’m going to have to say

that I don’t know what territory this poem stakes out between song and prayer

– perhaps someone else could say – but part of my work that I have staked

out for myself as a writer is wrestling with what constitutes lyric as I attempt to

express subject matter that has not been handed down to me as “poetic.”

When I wrote this poem, I wasn’t thinking of how to resolve the request – it

just happened kinetically. It hadn’t occurred to me that the voice is somewhat

adversarial, but now that you mention it, I can see how it could be

experienced this way. I feel it as desirous and challenging. I experience the

phrases you reference as a kind of call and response. There’s an honest

question – how do I make music, within the tradition of song – while

expressing feelings and subject matter that don’t fit regularly into the poetic

tradition of lyric? I do not meant for “prayer” to connote any conventional

religious traditions. The tension, I think, is produced between the two textures,

“bite” and “prayer” – and bringing these opposites together can be likened to

synesthesia; in the end, a harmonic discordancy rules the day. Your question

delves to the heart of my matter, I think: I often seek ways to write lyric while

also challenging my preconceived notions of what is lyric (song/music).

 

Looking again closely now, it can be said that somewhere between song and

prayer is psalm – “something like prayer” – but “to bite” stops breath and

therefore the song. The singer has to work hard with sounds like “b” and “t” in

“bite,” the plosives in those consonants potentially presenting problems for

singers, and the poem ends with them – in this way, the singer is indeed

“singing against song.”
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Griffith
 

     In the parlor I let down

my milk no one else is here

to meddle, to deter my streamer

tucked all over, I tell myself

I am a mammal I tell

myself alone to lunge, so glacial

a let down my whiskey-

ed marriage folds over slowly

spat up half-steps, the dynamic

glories its own puddling as I 

let down my milk I let you go

chum, I let myself go
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Griffith
 

     Watching is my breakout move

the knifeset

the halfchildren

what Icarus wore on his first visit

to the United States

what Icarus is wearing

     Cub is to mother as picker

is to prune if we can

still be strangers

     It’s up to you to help me

get on your back

if you consider Icarus’

response cheerful, a nice

device, valleyed and you and I

both know better, Griffith,

we do
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John Myers (issue 9) is writing Mudships and rereading Alison Bechdel's Fun

Home and Are You My Mother?

 

Transom:
These poems come from a larger series entitled “Griffiths.” Can you fill us in a

bit about the project? Who is Griffith?

 

Myers:
These poems come from a larger series I wrote some summers back while I

was living in Basin, Montana. I was reading a lot of old Scouting and First Aid

manuals at the time, and courting my partner. Griffiths came rather quickly

through town, and I felt I had to grab them. I was thinking about safety, first

aid, community, and how one recognizes and is recognized. Griffith is less a

person or character than a state of being. I have to thank Amanda Lovelee,

who hiked with me that summer and drove me into town.

 

Transom:
In your poem “Griffiths [In the parlor],” the speaker appears to relish his/her

condition of solitude (“no one else is here/to meddle”), but the process of

“letting down milk” implies that there is a baby somewhere in this landscape.

We love the tonal shift that occurs at the word “chum,” but were wondering:

This chum is being dismissed, but in favor of what?

 

Myers:
I thought about the relationship between milk and children. In this poem I am

both provider and providee. Letting down one’s milk is about losing control

over oneself in the context of romance and sexual love. It’s about falling in

love. In letting one’s chum go, one lets the contents of one’s body out into the

open, allow the beloved to either swim on in or be repulsed. What is more

likely to happen is both. How one hides one’s revulsion is the first stage of a

relationship. Milk here is less about a baby than about one’s relationship with

one’s body, in the things that ingestion produces. The speaker is alone in the

parlor but in other rooms is partnered, siblinged, eaten and eating.
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An Illumination (Home Land)
 

In a cliff of horizontal red 

Sandstone, the escarpments much worn and rounded as if by        water and

wrought 

 

Here     you will walk alone           here no plural is possible     here

Your elsewhere    illusion, your exit —

 

And yet between the passes, the mountain gorges    Emigrants overtaken

And forced to abandon every thing All            the world beyond was thus 

Cut off        even the brides,     flourishing their cut bouquets they cloy and cry 

 

Pull your body        and pull and pull    and yet between

 

Salt lay as a sheet of solid ice,

 

A solitary wild. Salt lay as a sheet    as a sheet of our mules our train lay

Almost aqueous, effortless    — turning and returning.

 

The aromatic arms of juniper         bent like Blake’s gods     nearly 

Petrified by sun     will guide you through you

And this walking     are large.

 

Are clear nor calm but

 

It is for you     faith.             Yes     you have lived here

But was it yesterday     or centuries before?

An illumination            homeruins in the stone.
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Transom:
Your poem “An Illumination (Home Land)” invites multiple readings of the

syntactical units, as phrases seem to meld into one another. This syntactic

doubling allows the “you” at the end of this first line to function in two distinct

ways: “Petrified by sun     will guide you through you / And this walking     are

large.” In a poem that speaks of mountain gorges as nearly impassable

boundaries between the “worlds” of the emigrants, how do you want your

reader to understand the incredibly porous boundaries between phrases

you’ve created?

 

Adamson:
I love the play and tension between syntax and line, how a poet can

manipulate one to contort or beautify the other. Recently, I’ve begun trying to

expand the limits of this manipulation by withholding punctuation, adding

white space within a line, or both. This is probably the origin of the melding

and doubling that you are responding to, and I am completely in favor of any

phrasal syntactic understanding a reader comes to! I suppose I hope this kind

of discovery is part of the experience of the poem.    
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I also want to respond to the idea you raise of “boundaries,” which is very

important for me. This poem is a lyric condensation of a long more narrative

sequence I wrote about the weird place I was born and raised—Salt Lake

City, Utah—and my weird relationship to it. It borrows language from one of

the first government-issued geographic surveys of the area conducted from

1849-50, only a few years after Mormon settlement. Basically, the surveyor

couldn’t understand what these strange zealots were doing in such an

inhospitable environment with very literal boundaries—the intimidating

Wasatch mountains to the east and the barren Great Salt Lake and salt flats

to the west—cutting them off from what the surveyor calls “the world beyond.”

(Of course, this is exactly what the Mormons wanted—isolation and

autonomy.) Growing up in this environment, I also experienced very real

cultural boundaries between my more liberal, agnostic family and the very

conservative, religious general public. I moved away as soon as I could, yet

my ancestors were among those first unlikely boundary-crossers and settlers.

My family has lived in Utah for five generations. I have had to reconcile this

my “home land” (from the title) with my own compulsion toward “elsewhere”

and “exit.”

 

One way I have crossed and continue to cross this boundary is through the

Southern Utah desert landscape—where the juniper and red sandstone of the

poem are found. It is inhospitable yes but also undeniably sacred. The poem I

think enacts this crossing. Perhaps the more “porous” boundaries between

phrases in the poem help with this, bringing some permeability and points of

entry to boundaries that, at least while I was growing up, were anything but.
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Tuscaloosa in July: storm on the dumpster edge of the woods 
 

Flooding by the junk. 

 

Three skunks 

under a hedge at the edge 

of the woods—their bodies

 

the size and jaggedness 

of pinecones 

 

hitched up 

on what 

 

a hound has left 

of their dead 

mother’s dark back. 

 

They make of the gnarled structure 

of her body 

a life raft

 

under the pine tree, something 

meaningful

 

in the slur 

of the storm 

which is tearing apart 

all that we have thrown away.
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Caroline Klocksiem (issue 9) is the author of a poetry chapbook,

Circumstances of the House and Moon (Dancing Girl Press), and her poems

are published or forthcoming from such journals as The Iowa Review;

Hayden’s Ferry Review; CutBank; The Pinch; BlazeVox; H_NGM_N; Super

Arrow; North American Review; and others. She is a Swarthout Award and

Massachusetts Cultural Council Fellowship recipient. Originally from South

Carolina, she lives in Tuscaloosa, Alabama with her family, where she

teaches at the University of Alabama. More work is online at

carolineklocksiem.com.
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After Yang-Ti
 

River at 

evening a

mirror in 

 

which to 

see spring 

flowers just

 

having tipped 

into full 

bloom when

 

a wave sweeps

the moon 

away and 

 

the tide 

slides in bearing 

its cargo 

 

of stars
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After Lu Yu
 

Beside the cracked

bridge beside 

the empty checkpoint a flowering 

plum flowers for no

one. 

          Rainy evening 

wind thrashes its 

branches, sad and

lonely, fuck 

the jealous, spring be-

longs to us all.

                      Petals

in the mud will turn to

dust so what, the

fragrance remains.
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After Wang Anshi
 

Bell Mountain.

Soundless, the stream

skirts a thicket

 

of bamboo.

West of there,

soft spring draws forth

 

wildflowers. I sit

all day under the eaves,

facing this.

 

No bird sings.

There is no bird.

It gets quieter still.
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The Canadian playwright and poet Nico Alvarado (issue 1, issue 9) overcame

debilitating childhood phobias (fear of flutes, fear of gold, fear of the moon) to

study mathematics at the Sorbonne and eventually became a widely

recognized pioneer in the field of quantitative analysis. After having a vision

while paragliding off Mykonos, he abandoned the finance industry and

returned to Cape Breton, where he began work on a seven-play cycle called

The Decisions, or, White Stars, Green Triangles, No Mountains Appear. It

remains unproduced.

 

Transom:
We published some poems from this project in Transom 1. At the time, you

characterized your writing process as not translation, but as “messing with” Lu

Yu’s poems. Are you still finding liberty in messing around, or has something

more methodical emerged as you’ve written into this project?

 

Alvarado:
The method remains the same. 1) Read old Chinese poems in translation. 2)

Find one that is magnetic and mysterious but also marked by a certain

fuzziness or imbalance, a shape on the page I don’t like, stultifying syntax or

lineation, maybe a big whiff of chinoiserie. 3) Write the poem out then rewrite

it differently and rewrite it differently again and keep rewriting until it looks and

sounds almost like an original poem by me – i.e., “right.” 4) Consider the

possibility that there is something compromised about this, like, Oh no I am

totally recapitulating a whole terrible history by appropriating these poems and

trying to make them resemble me rather than resemble more fully

themselves. 5) Change my mind and decide that what I’m doing is bringing

about a (planned) chance encounter between a sewing machine (me) and an

umbrella (the poems), or maybe I’m draping the original Chinese in the

Benjaminian royal robe of the translation and finding my own poem in those

ample folds, but either way I’m honoring the poems more fully by trying to

imagine them anew and uncover their secret breathing crystalline heart, and

am I mixing metaphors?, and, you know, my God, just calm down already. 6)

Begin again.
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Transom:
You made a point in our conversation for Transom 1 of saying that you only

created these pseudo-translations of Lu Yu’s work, because of “how he in

particular gets translated,” but here we have poems after Yang-Ti and Wang

Anshi. Has your focus remained on how other people have translated these

poets, or are you finding entrance into these poems in other ways?

 

Alvarado:
I suppose part of what’s happened is that I’ve just read more widely in

classical Chinese poetry since I said that. But there’s also something I’m

looking for, some ineffable combination of the qualities described above (I

want to say something like “I need to feel that I am getting glimpses of some

bright shiny spirit behind a screen of dusty leaves”) that lends itself to the

process, and Lu Yu in translation does this more consistently than most

anyone else. Having said that, I’m an equal-opportunity appropriationist! If

you’ve got some kind of bright-shiny-spirit/dusty-leaves thing going on, far be

it from me to turn my nose up at destiny, you know?
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